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Abstracts

The Middle-East And Africa Combined Heat And Power Market size is estimated at

USD 245.67 million in 2024, and is expected to reach USD 315.57 million by 2029,

growing at a CAGR of greater than 5.10% during the forecast period (2024-2029).

Key Highlights

Over the medium term, the increasing industrial development coupled with demand for

energy efficiency is expected to drive the market during the forecast period.

On the other hand, increasing penetration of renewable energy sources such as solar

energy is expected to hinder the growth of the market during the forecasted period.

Nevertheless, the ability of combined heat and power systems to be integrated with

renewable energy sources is expected to create huge opportunities for the Middle-East

and Africa Combined Heat and Power Market.

Saudi Arabia is expected to be a dominant region for the market due to the increasing

demand for energy in the region.

MEA Combined Heat & Power Market Trends

Biomass Expected to See Significant Market Growth

The Middle-East and Africa’s diverse biomass speed stock, including agricultural

residues and organic waste, offers a locally sourced and renewable energy supply. This
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strategic alignment between regional resources and biomass fuel production

bolsters its prominence as an optimal fuel option for combined heat and power systems.

Moreover, the region’s quest for energy security and reduced dependence on fossil

fuels resonates profoundly with the attributes of biomass. The utilization of biomass

addresses two critical imperatives: the efficient generation of electricity in heat and the

mitigation of waste through organic waste to energy conversions.

Biomass combined heat and power systems alliance seamlessly with the region’s

strategic goal of reducing carbon emissions and offering an avenue to diversify the

energy mix and enhance energy to self-reliance.

For instance, according to the Energy Institute Statistical Review Of World Energy 2023,

biofuel consumption in the region increased by 9.3% between 2021 and 2022, while an

annual average growth rate of 11.3% was recorded between 2012 and 2022. This

signifies an increase in the consumption of biofuels in the region, which can be

extrapolated to the increasing use of biofuels in the aviation industry.

Furthermore, the societal and environmental benefits of biomass fuel underscore its

dominance. Using biomass reduces greenhouse gas emissions and landfill waste,

contributing to local and global sustainability objectives. As environmental

consciousness gains traction, biomass emerges as a viable solution, elevating its

appeal within the combined heat and power market.

The dominance of biomass within the Middle East and Africa region is firmly rooted in

regional resource availability, energy security imperatives, and sustainability aspirations.

As the region embarks on a trajectory towards cleaner and more efficient energy

systems, the integration of biomass as a primary fuel source for combined heat and

power emerges as a transformative force poised to redefine energy generation,

enhance environmental stewardship, and contribute significantly to the region’s journey

toward a more sustainable future.

Therefore, as per the above points, the biomass fuel type is expected to dominate the

combined heat and power market in Middle-East and Africa during the forecast period.

Saudi Arabia to Dominate the Market
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Saudi Arabia’s approach to energy diversification and its commitment to reducing

carbon emissions, enhancing energy security, and optimizing resource utilization aligns

harmoniously with the attributes of combined heat and power systems. Saudi Arabia’s

expansive infrastructure, coupled with its ambition to maximize the value extracted from

energy sources, establishes a favorable environment for the widespread adoption of

combined heat and power solutions.

According to the Energy Institute Statistical Review Of World Energy, the electricity

generation in Saudi Arabia increased by 2.2% between 2021 and 2022, while an

average annual growth rate of 3.6% was recorded between 2012 and 2022, signifying

the increasing consumption of electricity in the country due to expanding infrastructure

activities.

Moreover, Saudi Arabia’s robust industrial base fuels the demand for efficient energy

solutions. The nation’s burgeoning industries, from petrochemicals to manufacturing,

necessitate electricity and thermal energy. Combined heat and power systems that

capture and repurpose waste generated during electricity production offer a pragmatic

approach to fulfill the dual energy requirements of industries, thereby enhancing

operational efficiency and competitiveness.

Furthermore, it moves the country’s investment in innovation and technology to cement

its dominance. Saudi Arabia’s commitment to research and development, particularly in

energy efficiency and sustainability, resonance with the innovation-driven attributes of

combined heat and power systems. Integrating advanced technologies within combined

heat and power solutions aligns seamlessly with Saudi Arabia’s modernization and

technological leadership pursuit.

For instance, in September 2022, Doosan Energy, one of the central power generation

EPC companies in South Korea, announced that it had been awarded a contract to

develop a combined heat and power system project in Saudi Arabia. The USD 385

Million project is located in the Al Hofuf region in eastern Saudi Arabia. The project is

expected to be completed in the fourth quarter of 2024.

Therefore, per the above points, Saudi Arabia is expected to dominate the combined

heat and power market of the Middle East and Africa during the forecasted period.

MEA Combined Heat & Power Industry Overview
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The Middle-East and African combined heat and power market is moderately

fragmented. Some of the key players in this market (in no particular order) include

General Electric Company, Siemens AG, Samsung C&T Corp., ACWA POWER, and

Doosan Corp.

Additional Benefits:

The market estimate (ME) sheet in Excel format

3 months of analyst support
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